To the west coast of Africa

The workshop is open to ages 18+, and those working or studying in the fields of design, architecture, engineering, construction, carpentry, or building. In 2008, he was a key member of the team that built the Green School, also designed the spiral bamboo columns that form part of the 3 Mountains campus including the Green School Bridge and the Heart of School. Jorg was born in Germany and trained as a carpenter. We are excited to announce Jorg Stamm as guest teacher and builder for the 2017 edition will be from June 2nd to 13th at ibuku.com. Join us!

The Mindbending Material Being Used to Create Amazing Homes

Galangal, and papaya trees. The unusual plan preserves a corridor of four shaped pavilions...	surrounded by lush gardens of tropical orchids, Ananda, the Hornblows’ holiday home, where the family reunites at least once a month. This home has changed our lives. We all have somewhere special to meet now, something we helped create. My Esteemed Architectural Digest USA (May 2017) as a 10-page feature story. It is an honor to have our beloved Ananda House make its debut in the world.